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A Geometrical Analysis of an Old Nahat Oud.
As it is generally accepted that the European lute is directly descended from the oud it may be of
interest to examine the geometry of the old extant ouds to see if and how they may compare in
design with lutes of the 16th and 17th C. Unfortunately, no ouds made prior to the 19th C are
known to have survived but it may be assumed that at least some of the extant ouds were
designed and constructed according to much earlier traditions and were not of innovative design
(as was the case with Spanish guitars made by Torres).
In Comm. 1911 ‘Pythagoras of Ulm and the Geometry of a 19th C. Oud’, it was shown that an
oud made by the Al Arja brothers of Tripoli, Lebanon in 1892, closely matched the geometry of
a late 15th C. German carving depicting a lute. Although there is no evidence to suggest that the
Al Arja family ever had any historical association with the luthiers of 16th C Europe it is
interesting to note that the Al Arjas were Christian Arabs – perhaps as a consequence of a more
distant connection between the Holy Roman Empire and the cultures of the Middle East? It may
be no accident of history that the renowned lutes of Renaissance Italy were created, not by oud
makers from the Iberian Peninsula, but by German luthiers - Maler, Frei, Tieffenbrucker, Harton
and Unverdorben among others. Also, it may be no coincidence that some of the best lute strings
available in Renaissance times came from Germany.
The Nahat family of Damascus, Syria (Nahat means woodworker in Arabic) had been making
ouds since the early 19th C. Although the family – now widely spread around the world – is no
longer in the instrument making business (the last oud being made in 1983), Nahat ouds are
today considered to be some of the finest examples of Arabic ouds ever made – superb in both
craftsmanship and acoustic response. Like the Al Arjas, the Nahats were also Christian Arabs.
This Comm. examines the geometry of an oud made by the company of Abdo George Nahat and
Sons of Damascus who were furniture makers operating in the early 20th C. but who also
managed to turn out a fine oud or two (see Fig 1.). The notebooks of the Nahat luthiers have not
survived so it is not possible to confirm one way or another if the proposed geometry which
follows is one that was actually employed by the Nahats.
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The oud was made in 1925 - recently restored to playing condition by professional luthier
Michael Cone (see Fig. 2, pre-restoration and Fig. 3, post-restoration).
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The oud, prior to restoration, was not in original condition having been subject to earlier repairs
of questionable quality. The finger board was missing and the neck was an earlier replacement.
In particular the rosettes (shams = ‘sun’ in Arabic) were crude replacements of the originals –
misaligned and inverted in the case of the small rosettes and with the original center panel of the
main rosette poorly fitted. Furthermore, each sound hole – surrounded by a single line of purfling
- appears to have been reduced in area by the addition of a ring of wood infill glued inside the
purfling circles. The grain of the infill did not match that of the sound board (see Fig. 4) so the
infill was assumed to be a later addition. Therefore, this was removed and the shams replaced
with those copied from another George Abdo Nahat oud of the same period which happened to
exactly fit the restored sound hole diameters defined by the purfling.
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Working with a reduced scale ‘full front’ high resolution image of the restored oud it was
possible to determine a geometry that closely matched the oud profile - allowing for some slight
distortion that is evident on the treble side of the sound board (see Fig. 5). Due to the possibility
of scaling errors this proposed geometry has yet to be verified against more precise full size
measurements taken from this and other Nahat ouds of similar proportions.
Like the geometry of the Al Arja oud, the upper sound board profile is based upon a
‘Pythagorean’ right triangle of 3:4:5 unit proportions.
From this basic triangle XZN, the sound board measures 4 units at its widest point and the curve
of the upper part of the sound board is defined by an arc of radius 5 units with its center at Z.
A second 3:4:5 right triangle ABX - with each unit being equal to a quarter of a basic unit defines the position of the front edge of the bridge at B (this distance, therefore, being ¾ of a
basic unit from point X or 2 ¼ basic units from the sound hole center C). The position of the
neck joint is also 2 ¼ basic units from the sound hole centre C.
Unlike the Al Arja oud, however, the lower part of the Nahat oud sound board profile is not
semicircular but is ‘flattened’ in an elliptical shape (similar to most surviving lutes). To replicate
the geometry of this profile a simple, yet well known mechanical procedure was employed that
does not require a knowledge of mathematics (so would have been within the experience of a
practicing wood worker to use).With point A and B acting as pivot points, a loop of string is
stretched around the pivots so that a pencil point just touches the extended arc traced by R1 (at a
point just below the widest point of the sound board). The pencil (with the string loop held taut,
see Fig. 6) then traces the required elliptical profile for one side (repeated for the other half).
The elliptical curves are then smoothly blended at the bottom of the sound board profile by an
arc traced by radius R2 with its center at point N
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The center of the main sound hole is located at C, 1.5 basic units from X (see Fig. 5). Distance
CD is half the distance measured from the center of the sound hole to the front edge of the bridge
(or half the distance from the center of the sound hole to the neck joint). A third 3:4:5 right
triangle, CDE, then defines the relative locations and diameters of the sound holes (see Fig. 7).
The large sound hole is 5 units in diameter and the small sound holes are 2 units in diameter. It
should be noted, however, that other examples of ouds by Abdo George Nahat (measured from
reduced scale images) have small sound holes that vary in diameter from this relationship –
although the large sound hole diameters and relative sound hole centres appear to conform.
Thanks to Michael Cone for kindly giving permission to use his images of the Nahat oud and for
providing detailed information about the restoration work. More images of the restored oud can
be viewed on Jameel (Khalaf) Abraham’s web site. Jameel – fine woodworker and luthier - made
the copies of the shams used in the restoration.
http://www.coneguitar.com
http://www.khalafoud.com/repairrestore.htm

